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KEY SECTOR TAKEAWAYS

Capstone Partners’ Consumer Investment Banking Group is pleased to share its premier Convenience Stores
report. The timing is perfect. Merger and acquisition (M&A) activity in the Convenience Stores sector has
surged to record levels as strategic buyers are actively consolidating the marketplace to gain scale and
geographic diversification. Financial buyers (private equity) have jumped into the space, attracted to the
predictable, high cash flows and economies of scale. Several private equity players established platform
investments in 2021 and early 2022, including the Capstone-advised sale of Pride Stores to ArcLight Capital
Partners. Several key report takeaways are outlined below.

1. Buyers are actively targeting privately owned convenience store businesses, attracted to the
defensibility of revenues amid rising inflation and pending interest rate increases.

2. Convenience store operators have captured sustained growth in profitability, demonstrating the
resilience of the sector amid inflationary challenges, supply chain disruptions, and labor shortages.

3. M&A transaction activity reached record levels in 2021 with rapid consolidation expected to continue
through 2022.

4. Sector players have placed increased focused on product mix diversification, often turning to
inorganic growth to bolster foodservice offerings.

5. Private equity groups, family offices, and sale leaseback players have showcased steady interest in
the space and financial buyers are expected to increasingly target the sector in the near term.

6. The current M&A market is primed for owners of private businesses operating multiple locations and
possessing leadership in attractive geographic locations to achieve robust buyer appetite and
healthy valuations.

Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt
advisory, financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of the company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.

To learn more about Capstone’s wide range of advisory services and Convenience Stores sector expertise,
please contact Ken Wasik or Jesse Betzner.

Convenience Stores
Seller’s Market Continues For Privately Owned 

Convenience Store Operators
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CONVENIENCE STORES SECTOR POISED FOR CONTINUED GROWTH

The gradual return to pre-pandemic travel, steady
growth, and aggressive consolidation have fueled
continuing optimism in the Convenience Stores
sector. The sector experienced record in-store
sales in 2020 of $255.6 billion across over 150,000
stores. Notably, 66% of convenience retailers
reported that their in-store sales were higher in
2021 than the prior year, signaling continued
growth, according to the National Association of
Convenience Stores (NACS).1 The robust
performance of convenience store operators
reflects the sector’s resilience amid inflationary
challenges, supply chain disruptions, and drastic
labor shortages. Despite lingering headwinds, the
sector is anticipating sustained growth as 64% of
convenience store retailers expect total sales per
store will grow in 2022, according to Convenience
Store News.2

As consumers have increasingly resumed
traditional travel, sector participants have
experienced a rise in guest counts and fuel sales,
with leading players capturing substantial
increases in revenue. Margin strength and pricing
optimization have been key focuses for the sector
as higher retail fuel prices have meaningfully
contributed to sales growth through 2022. Notably,
Casey’s General Store (Nasdaq:CASY) grew its
revenue by 47% year-over-year (YOY) in fiscal Q2
2022, primarily due to an increase in the retail
sales of fuel driven by a rise in fuel volume growth
and a 48% increase in the average retail price per
gallon, according to its earnings report.3 However,
while favorable pricing often drives revenue
growth, the volatility of fuel costs has encouraged
sector participants to increasingly shift product
mix towards more stable, higher margin categories.

The sector has recognized the value of enhancing
the customer foodservice experience, often
aligning with consumer trends including mobile
ordering and healthy food options. Notably, GPM
Investments, an owner of over 1,300 retail
convenience stores, has outlined plans to spend
approximately $360 million over the next three to
five years to improve brand development with an
emphasis on an enhanced foodservice offering,
according to its investor presentation.4 While large
market leaders have allocated significant capital to
high margin areas, smaller sector participants have
also committed to product mix diversification.
Sector players with lower store counts than public
convenience store chains have often differentiated
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themselves through offerings including fresh and
healthy food options, ready-to-eat meals, delis,
and inhouse bakeries and kitchens. Loyalty
programs have also driven recurring revenue for
smaller players, contributing to enhanced
customer retention and visibility.

Sector players have also realized growth by
acquiring competitors, increasing their geographic
presence and offerings. The ability to capture
significant economies of scale, enhance leverage
with suppliers, and gain operational synergies have
fueled elevated consolidation activity in the
Convenience Stores sector. Large public
companies often lead the headline transactions,
but there is fervent buyer interest for private
businesses with significantly lower store counts
than their publicly traded counterparts. The sector
is also highly fragmented, with approximately 70%
of the industry comprised of fewer than 50 store
chains (NACS) – providing significant opportunity
for growth through acquisition.

As large strategics continue to acquire both large
and small chains, and the financial buyer universe
gradually widens, privately owned convenience
store operators are poised to experience robust
M&A interest in 2022. On the heels of a record
year in middle market M&A, the sector has
emerged as an attractive area for capital
deployment, especially as buyers and investors
search for defensible plays.

Ken Wasik
Head of Consumer Investment Banking

“We believe 2021 was the beginning of a perfect
storm in the Convenience Stores sector. Large
players are being generously rewarded for making
aggressive acquisitions of privately held chains. In
fact, we may be in the middle of a significant sector
consolidation. With so many large, well funded
players using the same playbook, and a finite
number of attractive private targets, the result is
highly competitive sale processes producing
outstanding valuations. To add to the mix, C-Stores
have proven to be a very effective hedge to
significant economic disturbances including
inflation, international supply chain problems, and
changing consumer habits. The prime targets driving
the highest valuations have been privately held C-
Store chains that demonstrate leadership within a
defined geography and have a well balanced mix of
fuel and in-store sales.”



SECTOR GROWTH AND M&A BUYER TRENDS

M&A volume increased 
substantially in 2021, rising 

to record levels. The 
drastic increase in deal 

activity signals a favorable 
environment for business 

owners exploring a 
liquidity event with 

strategic and financial 
buyers competing for 

quality assets.
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Private strategic buyers 
have historically 

comprised the largest 
percentage of deals, at 

60% in 2021. Public 
strategics have 

increasingly engaged in 
acquisitions, accounting 

for 29.3% of M&A volume 
in 2021.
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Convenience Stores Sales Growth to Continue

In-store sales reached a 
record of approximately 

$256 billion in 2020, with 
66% of convenience 

retailers reporting that 
their in-store sales in 2021 

were higher than 2020. 
Favorable sector tailwinds 

provide a healthy 
backdrop for sustained 

sales growth in 2022.
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M&A Volume Reaches Record Levels, Leading to a Feeding Frenzy of 
Acquisitions by Large Players

Private Strategic Buyers Dominate Deal Activity, with Financial 
Buyers Jumping into the Sector



STRONG M&A MARKET FOR PRIVATELY OWNED BUSINESSES 

M&A activity in the Convenience Stores sector
surged in 2021 with 75 transactions announced or
completed, a YOY increase of 53%. Much of the
initial transaction inventory in early 2021 was
driven by the prospects of capital gains tax
increases with many business owners expediting
their exit timeline to lock in favorable tax rates.
While the tax increase was not implemented in
2021, healthy valuations and an active pool of
buyers drove deal volume in the Convenience
Stores sector towards the end of 2021 and into
2022. In addition, consistent M&A demand for the
sector is reflected in the resilience of transaction
activity in 2020—a year in which many sectors saw
drastic declines in deal volume.

Private strategic buyers have historically been the
most active acquirers in the sector, comprising
60% of 2021 deal activity. Rapid consolidation has
been fueled by sector players aggressively
competing to scale operations and diversify
product mix, in addition to gaining valuable
synergies through acquisition integration. The
aging demographics of America also support the
continuance of the consolidation trend, especially
due to the highly labor-intensive nature of the
Convenience Stores sector—creating an inevitable
transfer or monetization of wealth. Moving forward,
sector players are expected to increasingly pursue
inorganic growth as a means of adding or
expanding upon high margin areas of their
business, including foodservice offerings. Large
strategic buyers are anticipated to continue to
demonstrate acquisition appetite, along with
smaller regional players defending market share.
This dynamic presents significant opportunity for
business owners exploring a liquidity event.
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Private equity firms, family offices, and sale leaseback buyers have demonstrated steady interest in the
sector through 2022. Financial buyers (10.7% of 2021 transactions) are likely to increasingly pursue attractive
convenience store operators as they look to add recession-resistant companies to their portfolio amid rising
inflation and pending interest rate hikes. Notably, global private equity firm First Reserve has continued to
expand its portfolio in the Convenience Stores sector through its Refuel platform, acquiring ALCO and Wag-
A-Bag in 2021 (more details on page 10). First Reserve recently announced the closing of its First Reserve
Refuel Fund, a $511 million single-asset continuation fund, which will provide additional dry powder for Refuel
to continue its acquisition growth strategy. The investment highlights the emphasis financial buyers are
placing on the sector, allocating significant capital to increase their presence. In addition to the predictability
of revenues, the ownership of the real estate operated by Convenience Stores provides a valuable investment
opportunity, particularly for sale leaseback buyers seeking value creation, often underwriting investments at
aggressive capitalization rates. While the volatility of staffing and tight margins often cause concerns for
buyers, leading convenience store operators that demonstrate operating efficiency and steady levels of
growth are strong candidates for premium pricing (see next page for more details).

Jesse Betzner
Director

"There has never been a better time for an
independent operator of convenience stores to
explore a sale. Not only are sector players hungry
for inorganic growth, but the sector emerged as an
ideal asset class for financial investors to deploy
capital. We expect the recent heightened levels of
M&A activity to continue into 2022. Private c-store
operators that have invested in their brand and the
overall customer experience can expect to receive
premium valuations."

Buyer Select Acquisitions Stores

GPM Handy Mart (’21) 36

Express Stop (’21) 61

Empire Petroleum (’20) 77

Riiser (’19) 64

Town Star (’19) 17

EG America Sprint Food Stores (’21) 34

Mercury Fuel Service (’21) 9

Shrader Oil (’20) 18

Cumberland Farms (’19) 567

Circle K Slidell Oil (‘21) 17

Porter’s (‘21) 35

Wadsworth (’20) 10

Select Active Convenience Store Buyers



DRIVERS OF PREMIUM VALUATIONS FOR MIDDLE MARKET COMPANIES 
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M&A purchase multiples in the Convenience Stores sector have remained at elevated levels for privately
owned businesses through 2022. While M&A pricing, especially in the middle market, is not always readily
available, Capstone possesses intricate knowledge of the drivers of premium valuations. Several key factors
contributing to favorable purchase multiples are outlined below.

KEY VALUATION DRIVERS

• Attractive fuel margins
• Strong profitability in Fuel business segments contributes significantly to operating performance and a

robust margin profile often attracts strong buyer interest.

• High mix of in-store sales
• In-store sales often consist of higher margin product mix and emphasis on diverse offerings including

fresh and healthy food options have proven valuable. Brand awareness can also be enhanced through
loyalty and rewards programs that drive customer retention and recurring revenue.

• Strong synergistic opportunities
• Outlier valuations are often justified through the synergies to be realized by the buyer. The ability to

provide clear operational efficiencies can contribute to strong M&A valuations.

• Attractiveness of locations and leadership position in respective market or geography
• Premium pricing in an M&A sale process does not require upwards of 1,000 locations but the

attractiveness of the geographic location and leadership position in that respective market is key.

• Best-in-class operating statistics
• Financial and strategic buyers will seek robust store statistics and attractive growth profiles.

• Competition among prospective buyers
• Outlier valuations are most often driven by competition between buyers. Bringing the right players to the

table and building an effective sale process is critical to ensure optimal pricing.

Convenience Stores M&A Valuation Analysis

Valuation Method Average Revenue Multiple Average EBITDA Multiple

Historic M&A Transactions 
(2017- YTD)

Historic M&A Transactions < $500mm EV 
(2017-YTD)

Valuation Insight

M&A transaction multiples in the Convenience Stores sector have been robust in recent years, amounting to
an average of 11.5x. While larger transactions, such as 7-11’s acquisition of Speedway (August 2020, $21 billion,
14.0x EBITDA) have pulled valuations north, strong pricing still exists for smaller operators. Notably, the
average M&A purchase multiple for businesses under $500 million in enterprise value has averaged 10.3x
from 2017 through YTD 2022.

1.5x 11.5x

0.5x 10.3x

Convenience Stores  | February 2022



HISTORIC TRANSACTIONS AND INSIGHTS 

Murphy USA (NYSE:MUSA) acquired QuickChek in
December 2020 for an enterprise value of $645
million, equivalent to approximately 13.4x EBITDA.
QuikChek is a family-owned chain of 157 stores
located in central and northern New Jersey and
the New York metropolitan area. QuickChek has
demonstrated strong operating statistics,
evidenced by annual per store merchandise sales
of $3.5 million, combined merchandise margins of
38% with Food & Beverage comprising over 50% of
the product mix, according to a press release.5 The
acquisition significantly bolsters Murphy’s food
and beverage offerings and provides valuable
operational synergies.

9

Transaction Overview M&A Insight

Jesse Betzner
Director

“Murphy USA’s acquisition of QuickChek
accomplished multiple strategic goals:
accelerate its push into foodservice, establish
a beachhead in a highly strategic part of
the country, and realize a strong return on
capital deployed through numerous
synergy opportunities.”

Several transactions in recent years have demonstrated the strong multiples that can be achieved by
privately owned businesses in the current M&A market. Large strategic buyers are not only pursuing
transformative deals but also smaller acquisitions that provide enhanced penetration in new geographies or
additional service offerings. Private equity firms, family offices, and sale leaseback buyers have also
demonstrated a growing interest in the space which will expand the relevant buyer pool in future sale
processes. Included below are several notable transactions in the Convenience Stores sector, followed by
insights on the drivers of the valuation or transaction rationale from Capstone’s senior bankers.

Convenience Stores  | February 2022

Refuel, a portfolio company of private equity firm
First Reserve, has acquired the assets of
Albemarle Oil Co (ALCO) for an undisclosed sum
(August 2021). Founded in 1939, ALCO owns and
operates 28 convenience stores and eight Dairy
Queen quick-services restaurants in North
Carolina and South Carolina. The transaction marks
the eighth acquisition for the Refuel platform since
First Reserve acquired the business in February
2019 – highlighting its aggressive expansion in the
highly fragmented sector. The purchase of ALCO
follows Refuel’s recent acquisition of Wag-A-Bag
in May 2021 for an undisclosed sum.

Ken Wasik
Head of Consumer Investment Banking

“First Reserve’s acquisition of ALCO is a
harbinger of what we expect for 2022—
Increasingly aggressive financial buyers looking
to buy regional players and grow them through
continued acquisitions. The 28 store operation is
a sweet spot in size for most financial buyers“

For more information on the valuation of your company, comparable transactions, and the relevant buyer
universe, contact Ken Wasik or Jesse Betzner.

https://www.capstonepartners.com/advisors/kenneth-wasik/
https://www.capstonepartners.com/advisors/jesse-betzner/


CAPSTONE CASE STUDY

What have been the key growth drivers of the
Convenience Stores sector and what is your
outlook for the near term? The big growth driver
always has been, and will continue to be for the
medium term, gasoline. The second is fast foods in
the many ways that we know it now. There will
continue to be variations on this but the most
popular items that exists in each part of the
country, will continue to be our mainstay for the
medium term.

How did you seek to differentiate Pride Stores
compared to others in the industry? We always
try to be cleaner, friendlier, healthier, at
competitive prices.

What are the main challenges sector players are
facing today? Fierce competition, and the
entrance of new players such as dollar stores and
drug stores, and QSR’s [quick service restaurants].
In the long term, the challenge will be the growth of
electric vehicles, both full electric and hybrid, with
the corresponding drop in fuel sales.

What is the next wave of innovation or evolution
in the industry? Developing growth in food sales
and a bigger fight for the waning gasoline sales. In
the medium term, there will be the challenge of
electric vehicles.

Convenience Stores  | February 2022

I selected Capstone Partners over four 
other firms based on their 
presentations to me, which I found to 
be so much more professional and 
committed than all the others. From 
that time on, they proved that I had 
made the right choice. They were by my 
side at every step of the process and 
did more than I ever expected. I cannot 
recommend them highly enough.

“

”

Having gone through an M&A sale process, is
there any advice you would offer to other
founders and entrepreneurs that are
considering a sale of their own business? Yes,
plan for it by making your company appealing to all
possible buyers. Think of it as, if you were going to
be the buyer, would you want it?

Capstone discussed the Convenience Stores sector’s growth drivers and trends
with former Pride Stores owner and sector expert, Robert Bolduc. Robert is an
industry veteran and innovator with over 50 years of experience in the
Convenience Stores sector and is active in the National Association of
Convenience Stores and Chair of the National Truck Stop Association. Pride
opened its first self-serve station in 1976 and first convenience store in 1982,
both in Springfield, MA. Today, Pride has 31 modern, next generation stores,
including 4 state-of-the-art travel centers and city stops, strategically located
across the Greater Springfield and Hartford metropolitan areas.

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

“Bob Bolduc is a highly successful entrepreneur and industry visionary. He built Pride 
into a successful 31 store chain that became an integral part of the Springfield 
community. He recognized the changing lifestyles and demographics of the 
community and built his stores into state of the art, full service
destinations. Complete with drive thru’s, coffee bars, deli counters, alcohol sales, fast 
food restaurants and even electric charging stations. As a result, Pride became the 
clear leader of the greater Springfield area and has been growing at a fast clip ever 
since,” commented Ken Wasik, Head of Consumer Investment Banking. 
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Read the press release

Robert Bolduc
Owner, Pride Stores

https://www.capstonepartners.com/transactions/capstone-partners-advised-pride-stores-on-its-sale-to-arclight-capital-partners/
https://www.capstonepartners.com/transactions/capstone-partners-advised-pride-stores-on-its-sale-to-arclight-capital-partners/


REPRESENTATIVE STRATEGIC BUYER UNIVERSE

Capstone has built relationships with and tracked buyers that have been acquisitive in the Convenience Stores
sector. Our sector expertise and network provides us with unique insights into this buyer universe and the
growth drivers of the industry.

Capstone’s Convenience Stores Sector List of Top Strategic Buyers 

Source: Capstone Research
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SELECT TRANSACTIONS

Enterprise EV / LTM
Date Target Acquirer Target Business Description Value (mm) Revenue EBITDA

02/02/22 Miller’s Global (NYSE:GLP); 
Sunshine Gasoline

Operates convenience stores and gas stations               
in Virginia. - - -

01/25/22 Pride Stores ArcLight Capital 
Partners

Premier convenience store and gas station chain in 
Western MA and Northern CT. CF CF CF

01/18/22 M&M Food 
Market Parkland (TSX:PKI) Operates a retail chain of specialty frozen foods. $256.9 - 8.5x

01/10/22 Diprima’s Fairport 
Mobile

Quicklee’s
Convenience Comprises a convenience store. - - -

12/27/21 Barney’s 
Convenience Mart S&G Stores Comprises 12 convenience stores. - - -

12/22/21 Minit Mart 
Convenience Stores

Edwards Oil; 
KornerStores

Includes 26 Minit Mart convenience stores in 
Minnesota and Wisconsin. - - -

12/16/21 Assets of 
Slidell Oil

Circle K 
Stores

Comprises 17 convenience stores and 23 
wholesale fuels accounts. - - -

12/15/21 Assets of 
Western Oil Pester Marketing Comprises 46 Petro-Mart convenience stores and 39 

wholesale dealers. - - -

11/22/21 Assets of Rusher Oil/ 
Rushco Food Stores Sampson-Bladen Oil Includes the fuels distribution and convenience      

stores business. - - -

11/03/21 Urbieta Oil Parkland (TSX:PKI) Provides wholesale and retail distribution of petroleum 
and alternative fuel products. - - -

11/03/21 Jim’s Mobile Station Quicklee’s
Convenience

Comprises a convenience store. - - -

10/26/21 Landmark 
Industries 

Shell 
(ENXTAM:SHELL)

Includes 248 company-owned fuel and convenience 
and retail sites. - - -

10/26/21 Brother’s Food Mart Mountain 
Express Oil Owns and operates a chain of convenience stores. - - -

09/28/21 Assets of Pilot 
Convenience

Casey’s General 
(Nasdaq:CASY) Comprises 40 Pilot convenience stores. $220.0 - ~9.3x

08/28/21 Assets of Kyle’s 
Kwik Stops 7-Eleven Includes six east Texas Kyle’s Kwik Stops locations. - - -

08/03/21 Assets of 
Albermarle Oil Refuel Comprises convenience stores and the retail        

fuel business. - - -

05/05/21 Wag-A-Bag Refuel Owns and operates gasoline pump convenience stores. - - -

03/08/21 Assets of 
Express Stop

GPM 
Investments

Comprises 61 convenience stores with gas stations in 
Michigan and Ohio. $102.0 - -

12/14/20 QuickChek Murphy USA 
(NYSE:MUSA)

Owns and operates a chain of convenience 
stores in New Jersey and southern New York. $645.0 - ~13.4x

12/03/20 Assets of Carter Oil Parkland (TSX:PKI) Comprises fuel distribution business. - - -

11/12/20 Holmes Oil Refuel Provides wholesale fuel distribution, operates 
convenience stores and commercial real estate. - - -

11/09/20 Buchanan Energy Casey’s General 
(Nasdaq:CASY)

Offers wholesale supply of branded and 
unbranded fuel to induvial retailers and groups. $500.0 - 10.6x

Blue shade indicates Capstone advised transaction; CF = confidential
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research
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Ken joined Capstone to lead the Consumer Investment Banking practice. He brings
nearly 25 years of investment banking experience including domestic and international
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and private placements for his clients. He has helped raise over $10 billion in capital for
clients during his career. Ken regularly presents at consumer industry conferences and
has testified twice as an expert witness on consumer brands. His passion has been
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Connor currently serves as Research Manager at Capstone Partners. Connor provides
M&A insights, capital markets analysis, and macroeconomic trends for C-suite middle
market executives. He specializes in the coverage of the Healthcare and Consumer
industries. Prior to joining the Research Team at Capstone, Connor was a specialist with
the Investor Services team at BlackRock where he was responsible for assessing fund
and account performance, communicating relevant market dynamics, and facilitating
trades for shareholders, financial advisors, and institutional clients.

Jesse Betzner
Director, Specialty Retailing
jbetzner@capstonepartners.com | 617-619-3355

Jesse is a Director with Capstone’s Boston investment banking team. He works as part of
the banking team performing financial analysis, assisting with identification of strategic
and financial buyers as well as many other deal related tasks. Prior to joining Capstone,
Jesse gained seven years of M&A, Corporate Finance and Entrepreneurship experience
including several years at J.P. Morgan in New York City. While with J.P. Morgan, Jesse
worked with clients across various sectors, including Technology and Diversified
Industries, in North America, South America and Europe. Jesse is a Series 79 Registered
Investment Banking Representative and holds an MBA from London Business School and
a BS in Finance and International Business from Georgetown University.
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FIRM TRACK RECORD
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Capstone maintains an active presence in the Consumer industry with in-depth knowledge of the buyer
universe and business characteristics that drive premium valuations in an M&A process. Our frequent
conversations with industry participants provide us with increased transparency into market trends and
buyer preferences. A sampling of Capstone’s closed deals are outlined below.

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

A U.S. SUBSIDIARY OF

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH
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HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

AN UNDISCLOSED 
FINANCIAL PARTNER

AN UNDISCLOSED 
STRATEGIC BUYER

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

HAS RECAPITALIZED WITH HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY
HAS COMPLETED A 
SERIES C FUNDING 
ROUND CO-LED BY
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Disclosure
This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request.
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in this report is
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be copied or
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should
not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

$65.1M
average 

transaction 
value

51
deals involving foreign             

private equity firms 

65%
completed with a 
European partner

218
M&A transactions

completed in 2020

30%
of our deals 
are cross-

border

$12.5B
aggregate 

transaction value

6th
globally ranked for 

deals under $500m

International

170+ professionals
12 offices

Boston · Chicago · Dallas ·
Denver Detroit · Los Angeles ·
New York  Orange County ·
Philadelphia   Richmond · San 
Diego · Tampa 

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central 
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

United States

capstonepartners.com


